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ABSTRACT
As more information sources become available in multimedia systems, the development of multimedia database management systems (MDBMSs) to efficiently model and search
multimedia data, especially video data, becomes very crucial for multimedia applications. In response to such a demand, a probabilistic-based mechanism called the Markov
Model Mediator (MMM) to facilitate an MDBMS for video
database systems is presented. In our previous studies, the
spatial relations of the semantic objects in the image/video
data modeled by the MMM mechanism are assumed given
by image processing/computer vision techniques or by human annotations. In this paper, an unsupervised video segmentation method that can identify objects with their corresponding spatial relations automatically is incorporated into
the MMM mechanism. Based on the information obtained,
users can retrieve video materials from video databases via
database queries. Hence, both multimedia data modeling
and image processing capabilities are integrated into the
MMM mechanism.
1. INTRODUCTION
Multimedia applications require the development of multimedia database management systems (MDBMSs) to support
the efficient organization, storage and retrieval of multimedia data, especially for the video data. For images and video
frames, the MDBMS needs to keep the relative spatial positions of semantic objects (building, car, etc.) so that users
can issue queries.
Many data models have been proposed for video data
[1, 4, 7, 9]. However, most of them focus on either data
modeling or browsing/retrieval. For example, in our previous studies [9], we have demonstrated that a probabilisticbased Markov Model Mediator (MMM) mechanism has capabilities for both video data modeling and information re-
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trieval, but the spatial relations of the semantic objects in
the image/video data are assumed given by image processing/computer vision techniques or by human annotations. In
order to meet the needs for a variety of video applications,
particularly with respect to semantic video data modeling,
searching, and retrieval, a video database management system which incorporates both the multimedia data modeling
and the image processing techniques is more than desirable.
Toward this end, a video segmentation method – simultaneous partition and class parameter estimation (SPCPE) algorithm [10] – is incorporated into the MMM mechanism to
automatically identify the spatial relations of the semantic
objects. Hence, both data modeling and image processing
capabilities are integrated into the MMM mechanism to facilitate the functionality of a video database management
system.
A media object such as a video clip, an image, a text file,
or a complex entity of these simpler entities is represented
as a node in an MMM and is associated with an augmented
transition network (ATN). An ATN is a model for multimedia presentations, multimedia database searching, and multimedia browsing [3]. Multimedia input strings are the inputs for ATNs. The basic twenty-seven spatial relations introduced in [3] are used in the multimedia input strings to
indicate the objects’ spatial relations that are captured by
the unsupervised video segmentation method [10]. We apply the video segmentation method to a small portion of a
soccer game video and use the information obtained to illustrate how the MMM mechanism facilitates the functionality
of a video database management system. Under our design,
the spatial relations of the semantic objects in the video are
captured and modeled in the proposed mechanism, which
allows users to retrieve video materials by database queries.
The organization of this paper is as follows. Section
2 introduces the proposed mechanism. How information
retrieval can be performed via a stochastic process along
with an example soccer game video is presented in Section
3. Section 4 concludes this paper.

2. THE INTEGRATED PROBABILISTIC-BASED
MECHANISM
A probabilistic-based mechanism called Markov Model Mediators (MMMs) which integrates both data modeling and
image processing capabilities is proposed in this paper. The
MMM mechanism adopts the Markov Model framework and
the mediator concept. A Markov model is a well-researched
mathematical construct which consists of a number of states
connected by transitions; while a mediator is defined as a
program that collects information from one or more sources,
processes and combines it, and exports the resulting information [11]. Many applications use Markov models as a
framework such as Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) [8]
and Markov Random Field Models [5]. However, no existing research uses Markov models as a framework in designing a database management system.
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. The structure of the member media objects is modeled
by the sequence of the MMM states connected by transitions. When an ATN consists of images, video, or texts, the
corresponding subnetworks are constructed. Subnetworks
are developed to allow the users to issue queries relative to
the spatio-temporal relations of the video or image contents
or to specify the criteria based on a keyword or a combination of keywords. The inputs for ATNs and subnetworks are
modeled by multimedia input strings that are used to represent the spatio-temporal relations of semantic objects and
keyword compositions.
In our previous studies, the spatial relations of the semantic objects in the video frames are given as a priori in
the MMM mechanism. In this paper, we have incorporated
an unsupervised video segmentation method that captures
the spatial relations into the MMM mechanism. The method
for partitioning a video frame starts with an arbitrary partition and employs an iterative algorithm to estimate the partition and the class description parameters jointly. The key
idea is to use the SPCPE algorithm successively on each
video frame and incorporate the partition information of the
previous frame as the initial condition while partitioning the
current frame. With appropriate assumptions, the joint estimation can be simplified to the following form:
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where 9;:=< is a pixel of the image in each frame, >? and >;@
are the partition variables, and AB? and AC@ are the parameters.
Please see [10] for the details of this method.

The minimal bounding rectangle (MBR) concept in Rtree [6] is adopted so that each semantic object is covered
by a rectangle. One semantic object is selected as the target
semantic object in each video frame. The centroid point of
each semantic object is used for space reasoning so that any
semantic object is mapped to a point object. Therefore, the
relative position between the target semantic object and a
semantic object can be derived from these centroid points.
Twenty-seven numbers representing three dimensional relative positions for semantic objects [3] are used to distinguish
the relative positions of each semantic object relative to the
target semantic object and are represented by subscripted
numbers in the multimedia input strings.
3. STOCHASTIC PROCESS FOR INFORMATION
RETRIEVAL
The need for efficient information retrieval for video database
management systems is strong because searching databases
one by one is very time-consuming and expensive. The cost
for query processing usually is very high and the complexity of a query depends heavily on the order in which the
databases are searched for a successful path. With the help
of probabilistic models, information retrieval can be performed by a stochastic process that predicts the most likely
path (state sequence) for a specific query. A dynamic programming algorithm which conducts the stochastic process
is proposed to provide a systematic way to compute the edge
weights and the cumulative edge weights for path ranking.
3.1. The Stochastic Process
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3. Since NOEGaHJLK M indicates the cumulative edge weight
for the joint event that jk?65/j E are observed and the
state stops at Ps: at time S , the product N E GaH/J8K M1t   !
g g
represents the joint event that jk? 56j E are observed
and the state P{< is reached at time S%uT via state Ps: at
time S .
4. Finding the maximal cumulative edge weight N E GaHJLK M
over all the cumulative edge weights N E GrsJLK M (where
T[UrUZY ) results in the most likely edge from Ps: at
time S to P < at time Su|T with all the accompanying
previous partial observations.

3.2. Information Retrieval
After the required subset of media objects is obtained, information retrieval is performed by traversing the ATNs associated with those identified media objects. If a media object contains images, video frames, or texts, then its subnetworks are traversed. The input for an ATN or a subnetwork is a multimedia input string which is constructed to
model the spatio-temporal relations of semantic objects and
keyword compositions. To make information retrieval of
the MMM mechanism systematic and automatic, the MMM
mechanism extends its data modeling functionality by incorporating a video segmentation method that identifies the
semantic objects’ spatial relations in the video. The temporal relations are captured by the sequence of the video
frames.
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(a) Frame 1

6. At each time slot,  : N E GIHJLK M which sums up all the
incoming cumulative edge weights is calculated for
each node PC< .
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(b) Partition of Frame 1
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7. Sort the  : N E GIHJ8KM values for all the nodes at each
time slot and the list of possible state sequences is
ranked by the values of  : N E GaH/J8K M and to suggest
the paths to retrieve information for the query.
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8. All the paths with positive cumulative edge weights
are ranked in the following manner. The top ranked
path is the one with maximal  : NGIHJ8K6M , maximal
 : N ? GaHJLKx ? M , 65 , and maximal  : N ? GIHJ8K ? M
$
and the $ state sequence
is K ?Q 56 Q Kx ?XQ Kx .
$
The second ranked path could be the one with
maximal  : N  GIHJLK  M , maximal  : N  ?0GIHJ8K  ?5M , 56 ,
$ same
and second ranked  : No?GIHJLK0?6M , if it $ exists. The
ranking process is executed to rank all the paths with
positive cumulative edge weights.
Under the ranking process, the top-ranked path indicates a
state sequence that provides the information for the query
with maximal cumulative edge weight. If the top-ranked
path cannot provide the information required for the query,
then the second ranked path is considered. This is repeated
until the information needed by the query can be obtained.
From our experience, most of the edges have zero edge
weights at each time slot. Hence, only the node PC< with
positive  : N E GIHJ8KM at time S is involved in the computation of the edge weights and the cumulative edge weights
for the next time slot.
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(c) Frame 6
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(d) Partition of Frame 6

Figure 1: On the left are the original frames; while on the
right are shown their corresponding segments. The centroid
of each segment is marked with an ‘x’ and the segment is
shown with a bounding box around it.
Table 1: Part of the three dimensional relative positions for
semantic objects.
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We have applied the video segmentation method to an
example soccer video in [2] and parts of the segmentation
results (as shown in Figure 1) are used in this paper. In Figure 1, the original frames are on the left and the corresponding segments are on the right. Since only the ball and the
players are important from the content based retrieval perspective, we use P and B to represent “players” and “soccer
ball” with G (“ground”) being selected as the target semantic object. Under the method, the players and the ball are

combined into a single segment if they are close to each
other. For example, the ball is clubbed into a single segment with two other players in Frame 1, and the ball is far
away so that it becomes a segment in itself in Frame 6.
 The constructed multimedia input strings:
– Frame 1: ?5V ? xV?5V ?V ?V ? .
– Frame 6:  ? V ?  V ? V ? V¡ ? V ? V ?1 .

multimedia input strings. Users can retrieve video materials
by issuing database queries. Information retrieval is performed by conducting substring matching between the multimedia inputs of the ATNs and/or their subnetworks and the
multimedia input string of a query.

In a multimedia input string, the “&” symbol between
two semantic objects denotes that the semantic objects appear in the same frame and the subscripted numbers distinguish the relative positions of the semantic objects relative
to G. Table 1 lists part of the three dimensional spatial relations where (¢*EJ9kE/J/£xE ) and (¢C¤Ji9;¤xJi£0¤ ) represent the X-, Y-,
and Z-coordinates of the target and any semantic object, respectively. The “ ¥ ” symbol means the difference between
two coordinates is within a threshold value. The appearance sequence of the semantic objects in a multimedia input
string is based on the spatial locations of the semantic objects in the video frame from left to right and top to bottom.
For example, in Frame 1, ? indicates that G is the target
semantic object.  ?  means the first P is on the left of G,
etc. In Frame 6, the soccer ball B appears at the same subregion as G and the rest of the semantic objects remain at the
same locations. Thus, the spatio-temporal relations of the
semantic objects are captured and modeled by the MMM
mechanism automatically and users can retrieve video materials via database queries.
To systematically retrieve information, each high level
query is first translated into a multimedia input string. Since
those most likely required media objects are identified by
the stochastic process, only the ATNs associated with those
identified media objects are traversed. If any ATN consists
of images, video frames, or texts, then the corresponding
subnetworks are also traversed. Therefore, information retrieval becomes the problem of substring matching between
the multimedia input string of the query and the multimedia
input strings for the ATNs and/or their subnetworks.
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4. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a probabilistic-based mechanism called Markov
Model Mediator (MMM) that integrates both the data modeling and image processing capabilities to facilitate the functionality of a video database management system is presented. The MMM mechanism provides a systematic and
automatic means for information retrieval. It is systematic
since the structure of the media objects of the video data
is modeled by the state sequence of the MMM states and a
stochastic process is developed to identify the most likely
required media objects for a specific query. It is automatic
since the required spatio-temporal relations of the semantic
objects in the video data are captured by the proposed unsupervised video segmentation method and modeled by the
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